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Despite great interest and numerous interventions in the US, Europe, and other industrialized nations, overweight and obesity are increasing with an epidemic evolution.
Countries with emerging economies, such as India, the People’s Republic of China,
South Africa, Argentina, Guatemala, and the Pacific Islands, are also increasingly
affected by obesity.1 The National Institutes of Health and World Health Organization
(WHO) have reported an average increase in the prevalence of overweight and obesity
of approximately 0.3%–0.8% per year over the past three decades.2,3 The total number
of overweight adults exceeds 1.6 billion, with over 400 million obese individuals;
according to WHO, more than 2.3 billion adults will be overweight and more than
700 million will be obese worldwide by 2015.4
In children and adolescents, the prevalence of overweight and obesity is also an
emerging crisis. In 2010, WHO estimated the number of overweight children under
the age of 5 years to be over 42 million, with nearly 35 million overweight children
living in developing countries.5 Overweight children typically progress to become
obese adolescents and adults.6
The increasing burden of obesity is alarming because of its broad spectrum of
acute and long-term complications, imposing substantial human and economic costs
on individuals, families, health care systems, and society.7 Overweight and obesity
are associated with a very high prevalence of comorbidities, including diabetes and all
features of the metabolic syndrome, cancer (liver, kidney, breast, endometrial, prostate,
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Abstract: It is very unlikely that our obesity-promoting environment will change in the near
future. It is therefore mandatory to improve our knowledge of the main factors associated with
successful adoption of obesity-reducing behaviors. This may help design more powerful procedures and strategies to facilitate the adoption of healthy lifestyles in a “toxic” environment favoring the development of a positive energy balance. The aim of this review is to describe the main
factors associated with successful adoption of obesity-reducing behaviors and to describe the
most recent development, limits, and outcomes of lifestyle modification programs. The evidence
regarding predictors of weight loss and weight loss maintenance remains largely incomplete. It
is necessary to develop strategies matching treatments to patients’ needs to improve successful
weight loss and its maintenance. How to detect and how to address these needs is a continuous,
challenging, research problem.
Keywords: weight loss, physical activity, food intake, motivational interviewing, behavioral
therapy
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and colon) and cardiovascular disease. Moreover, high-grade
obesity results in higher mortality rates.8 Depending on age
and race, obesity has proven to be associated with a 6–20-year
decrease in life expectancy.9 One kilogram of weight gain
increases the diabetes risk by 4.5%–9.0% and cardiovascular risk by 3.1%.10 Understanding all the components of the
chain that cause obesity may be important for identifying
focused solutions.
Obesity is a multicomponent disease arising from a
complex interaction between genetic and environmental
factors. However, the dramatic increase in obesity prevalence observed in the last decade seems attributable mainly
to environmental changes promoting the intake of energydense foods and/or reduced physical activity due to the high
number of sedentary jobs, different transportation systems,
and increasing urbanization. Changes in dietary and physical
activity patterns are thus mainly the result of environmental
and societal changes associated with a lack of supportive
policies in areas such as health, agriculture, transport, urban
planning, environment, food processing, distribution, marketing, and education. A “running society” with a high level
of stress develops compensatory and gratifying behaviors,
where eating has a primary role, strengthened by the food
industry, food advertising, and the availability of energy
dense foods.
People in the Western world have difficulty in identifying
hunger and satiety cues. Hunger appears to be stimulated by
the presence of favorite foods, meal times, and social cues
to eat.11 Individuals eat more when more food is available,
when there is a greater variety of food options, and visual
evidence of consumed food is eliminated,12 indicating that
hunger and satiety are at least in part mediated by external
cues. Furthermore, the social environment has effects on
food consumption. For example, compared with eating
alone, individuals eat 35% more when eating with another
person, 75% more with three other persons, and 96% more
with a group of seven or more. Bright lights, hard surfaces,
bright colors, and fast music all encourage people to eat more
quickly, whereas slow music causes people to continue eating
11 minutes longer on average.12
Behavioral structure, mainly towards food, begins in the
first years of life. Parents, as food providers, enforcers, and
role models, certainly have a strong influence in shaping
their children’s dietary behavior, weight status,13 and lifestyle
(physical activity).
The optimal strategy to address the obesity epidemic and
to facilitate the weight loss efforts of obese individuals is to
create a healthy environment favoring the adoption of healthy
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behaviors through an incisive public health intervention.
However, even if some promising results have been achieved
in the last few years, it is very improbable that the obesitypromoting environment will change in the near future. For
this reason, it is essential to develop more powerful procedures and strategies to help individuals adopt a healthy
lifestyle in a “toxic” environment favoring the development
of a positive energy balance.

Main factors associated
with successful adoption
of obesity-reducing behaviors
Lifestyle changes and weight management remain dynamic
processes where relapse is possible at any stage of treatment.
Therefore, there is a strong interest in understanding the
process that promotes behavior and successful adoption of
healthy habits.14
The mere knowledge of healthy nutrition standards and
dietary prescriptions along with regular physical activity
programs are not sufficient to reach and maintain a healthy
lifestyle and reduce excess bodyweight. Personal motivation
for change plays a fundamental role in modifying unhealthy
habits and lifestyle. Miller and Rollnick15 identified two
factors considered to be important components to behavior
change, namely discrepancy and self-efficacy.
The concept of discrepancy, based upon Festinger’s cognitive dissonance,16 focuses on the contradiction between how
a person currently sees him/herself and how he/she would
like to be in order to correspond to his/her ideal self-image,
value system, and expectations. Similarly, other cognitivebehavioral theories refer to the concept of self-regulation
where motivation to change is based upon a comparison
between the goal to be pursued and perception of the current
situation;17 behavior, situations, and conditions not fitting
with self-image are perceived as threats and can trigger a
behavior change.18
The second factor, self-efficacy, is a key construct
popular within the different theories of health psychology
(social cognitive theory,19 protection motivation theory,20
transtheoretical model,21 health action process approach,22
and as perceived behavioral control, the theory of planned
behavior).23 It has been defined as “the belief in one’s capabilities to organize and execute the courses of action required
to produce given attainments.”24 According to these theories,
both discrepancy and self-efficacy have to be present to activate change. Specifically, self-efficacy might be an important
predictor of a number of different health behaviors, including
reduced alcohol consumption,25 smoking cessation,26 and
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condom use.27 In the physical activity area, self-efficacy
has qualified as an important predictor in adults28,29 for both
adoption and maintenance of physical activity.30–32
Several studies and reviews have aimed at identifying
predictors and correlates of weight loss and maintenance;
the complexity of obesity leads to contradictory results and
any prediction is difficult. While considerable evidence on
successful weight loss exists, much less is known about the
psychologic processes associated with long-lasting weight
management.33 A study provides empiric support to the notion
that influencing an individual’s perception of self-efficacy and
intrinsic motivation for regular exercise from the early beginning of the program is related to overall success.34 Strategies
to increase self-efficacy are well described and include use of
vicarious/enactive experiences (eg, learning from or observing others who have been regularly active), inducing emotional activation (eg, experiencing the psychologic benefits
from regular exercise), and also verbal/social persuasion.35
Increased intrinsic motivation for physical activity remains
the strongest predictor of long-term results.35
As a central tenet of the self-determination theory, intrinsic motivation describes a person’s overall satisfaction in
participating in a given activity for the sake of the activity
itself.36 Whereas extrinsic motivation is contingent on reaching a goal separated from behavior (eg, getting a reward,

compliance with others’ expectations, not feeling guilty),
intrinsically motivated behaviors originate in the person
(ie, they have an internal locus of causality), are internally
regulated, and are inherently enjoyable and interesting.
According to self-determination theory, engaging in activities that are intrinsically motivated (or well integrated with
one’s values) and not externally controlled is central to
fulfill the human being’s fundamental need for competence
and autonomy.36
Social support also influences individual motivation and
perseverance. The importance of social connections and the
feelings of competence and autonomy noted when participants are successful with behavioral changes are consistent
with the three tenets of the self-determination theory in
enhancing intrinsic motivation.37 In this context, families
represent another potential source of support for behavioral
change. Family-based interventions can address the barriers
to treatment; in turn, participants may facilitate behavioral
change in family members, who are frequently at similar
risk (see Table 1).38
A review has recently analyzed the evidence on psychologic factors associated with weight loss maintenance and
relapse in obese adults.39 Eight psychologic factors affecting
weight loss maintenance were identified: unrealistic weight
loss expectations, failure to achieve weight loss goals,

Table 1 Analysis of psychologic factors associated with weight loss maintenance and relapse in obese adults39
Factor

Studies (n)

Results

Implications

Unrealistic weight
loss expectation
Failure to achieve
weight loss goals

4

Conflicting and inconclusive results

Further studies needed in this area

3

Concept of satisfaction needs additional research

Dichotomous
thinking
Eating to regulate
mood

2

Conflicting results; even when goals are
not met, satisfaction seems to be important
in weight maintenance
Dichotomous thinking is a very strong predictor
of weight regain at one-year follow-up
Eating to regulate mood is a strong
predictor of weight regain

Disinhibition versus
dietary restraint

6

Perceived cost versus
benefit (decisional
balance)
Depression

2

Body image

3

3

4

Low disinhibition, ability to maintain control
over eating and exercise, and dietary restraint
play a significant role in maintaining weight loss
When subjects feel that the costs associated
with weight loss outweigh the benefits,
they stop the healthy behavior program
Results support the association between
higher levels of depression and failure
to maintain weight loss
More negative feelings about one’s body
image are associated with weight regain;
improvements in and more positive feelings
about body image are associated with weight
loss maintenance
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Altering all-or-nothing thinking may be an effective
way to assist individuals in weight loss maintenance
We need to help individuals recognize the use of
food to regulate mood and to explore healthier ways
of dealing with emotional distress
Specific programs increasing awareness of food
intake and favoring cognitive dietary restriction are
necessary for long-term weight loss maintenance
Helping patients remember how important the
expected benefits are may restore a sense of reward
and prevent discouragement undermining the efforts
Monitoring patients’ level of depression and intervening,
pharmacologically or otherwise, to prevent increased
depression leading to weight regain
It is important to help patients define themselves by
more than just body shape or size; referral for group
or individual therapy aimed at modifying thinking
patterns and specific actions could offer a greater
chance of success in weight maintenance
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dichotomous thinking style, eating to regulate mood, disinhibition versus dietary restraint, perceived cost versus benefit,
depression, and body image. The studies about the influence
of the first two factors, ie, unrealistic weight loss expectation
and failure to achieve weight loss goal, gave inconclusive
and conflicting results, although supported by epidemiologic
studies.40 The other factors were all associated with failure to
maintain weight loss; emotional distress rather than hunger
was the common trigger for eating, leading to weight regain
which was also common whenever the costs associated with
weight loss outweighed perceived benefits.
Of note, increased cognitive restraint of eating, decreased
binge eating, external eating, disinhibition, and susceptibility
to hunger were all associated with higher self control capacity
in general,41 a concept close to the concept of self-efficacy.
Specifically, a flexible pattern of restrained eating, characterized by a more gradual approach to eating, dieting, and weight
control, is more successful than any rigid form of restraint,42
expressed by a dichotomous, all-or-nothing approach to
eating and dieting. A flexible eating self-regulation pattern
is also more likely associated with a healthier approach to
physical activity, thus completely modifying lifestyle.43 Tools
and approaches that could enhance the subjective experience
of self-control could thus be taken into consideration to
increase the long-term success of weight management.
In conclusion, psychobehavioral factors are more strongly
associated with successful weight management than the
satiety effect or other characteristics of diet.44 When tested
in free-living conditions, diets with a different macronutrient content, particularly a different amount of protein and
fibers, which by themselves could also have been expected to
influence satiety or weight management,45,46 did not produce
any effect on weight management.

Ways of getting patients to adopt
obesity-reducing behaviors
In the last 50 years, behavioral therapy for the management
of obesity has designed and evaluated several procedures
and strategies to improve patients’ long-term adherence
to obesity-reducing behaviors.47 Originally, the treatment
was based entirely on learning theory (ie, behaviorism),
which assumes that behaviors leading to development and
maintenance of obesity (overeating and underexercising) are
mainly learned and can therefore be modified or relearned.
The theory suggests that healthy changes in eating and
exercising can be achieved by modifying the environmental cues (antecedents) and reinforcing these behaviors
(consequences).48,49 Behavioral therapy was later combined
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with cognitive strategies (eg, problem solving and cognitive
restructuring) and specific recommendations on diet and
exercise, and this complex combination is referred to as
“lifestyle modification”.50
Modern lifestyle modification programs have three main
components: dietary recommendations; physical activity
recommendations; and cognitive-behavioral therapy to
address weight loss and weight maintenance obstacles (see
Figure 1).51 These components interact with each other, each
contributing to the final success of treatment.

Diet
Lifestyle modification programs recommend a low-calorie
diet aimed at inducing a caloric deficit of 500–1,000 kcal/day
and, thus, a weight loss of 0.5–1.0 kg/week. Very low-calorie
diets (ie, ,800 kcal/day) produce greater initial weight loss
than low-calorie diets.52 However, long-term (ie, for more
than one year) weight loss is not different from that of the
low-calorie diets and may be associated with more medical
complications.52
The standard lifestyle modification programs have been
traditionally associated with low-fat, high-carbohydrate diets,
as suggested by the clinical guidelines for treatment of obesity
from the US National Institutes of Health.52 However, recent
findings have challenged this recommendation because diets
with a lower carbohydrate content and a higher protein-tocarbohydrate dietary ratio produced a greater weight loss at
6 months.53–55 However, the long-term (1–2 years) weight
loss is minimal with both types of diet.56 The largest study
published on this issue compared weight loss in 811 obese
adults treated with four diets of different nutrient composition
(ie, low-fat and average-protein versus low-fat and highprotein versus high-fat and average-protein versus high-fat
and high-protein diet) but similar calorie contents.57 The
four diets produced a similar weight loss of about 4 kg at

Diet

Physical activity

Cognitive behavioral therapy
Figure 1 Principal components of lifestyle modification programs.
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2 years,57 suggesting that the diets’ macronutrient composition is not important when the level of caloric restriction is
held constant. A recent study, including a 21-day first phase
of inpatient treatment and a 48-week outpatient treatment,
confirmed that no differences in weight loss are expected
between high-protein and high-carbohydrate diets.58 The
authors suggested that the inpatient stage might have facilitated adherence to dietary prescription; the higher weight
loss previously observed with high protein diets might thus
be solely the effect of increased dietary adherence.
When selecting the macronutrient composition of diet,
clinicians should mainly consider patient preferences, particularly those related to the ease of dietary adherence, and
the desired changes in metabolic and cardiovascular risk
factors.59 As a general indication, low-fat diets are associated
with greater reductions in low-density lipoprotein cholesterol, whereas low-carbohydrate regimens are associated
with greater improvements in triglycerides and high-density
lipoprotein.59
Adherence is improved by increasing dietary structure
and limiting food choice.51 This conclusion is supported by a
study showing that provision of both low-calorie food (free of
charge or subsidized) and structured meal plans (ie, grocery
lists, menus, and recipes) resulted in greater weight loss than a
diet with no additional structure.60 Meal replacement is another
effective strategy for increasing adherence, a statement supported by a meta-analysis of six randomized, controlled trials
showing that liquid meal replacements produced a weight loss
of 3 kg more than that of a conventional diet.61

Physical activity
Lifestyle modification programs recommend physical activity
aimed at producing a caloric deficit of at least 400 kcal/day.
This goal can be achieved by educating patients to check
their baseline number of steps with a pedometer and then
gradually increase the number of steps (ie, adding 500 steps
at 3-day intervals) to a target value of 10,000–12,000 steps
per day. Jogging (20–40 minutes per day), biking or swimming (45–60 minutes per day) may be used by some patients
as an alternative to walking.
Contrary to dietary adherence, exercise adherence tends
to increase when less structure is imposed.51 For example,
lifestyle activities (eg, using stairs rather than elevators, walking rather than taking a bus or driving, and reducing the use of
labor-saving devices) led to a similar weight loss but longer
weight maintenance than structured, programmed activity.62
Patients engage in physical activity more frequently when
they do it on their own at home than when they are asked to
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attend supervised, group-based exercise sessions.63 Finally,
multiple short sessions of exercise (10 minutes each) help
patients to accumulate more daily minutes of exercise than
long ones.64 However, at present, implementation of physical
activity remains extremely challenging for the treatment of
subjects with metabolic disorders, due to the pressure towards
a sedentary lifestyle exerted in the Westernized world.65

Cognitive-behavioral therapy
The cognitive-behavioral therapy component of lifestyle
modification programs includes a set of procedures to
address both weight loss and weight maintenance obstacles.
They are presented in Tables 2 and 3, as described in the
most recent manuals and articles on lifestyle modification
programs.51,66–78
Standard lifestyle modification programs are traditionally delivered in groups by different therapists as a series of
Table 2 Main cognitive procedures and strategies to address
weight loss obstacles in obesity lifestyle modification programs
Self-monitoring
 Patients are educated to write down the time, amount, type, and
calorie content of foods and beverages they are going to consume
in a monitoring record, and then to check in “real time”, while eating,
if they respect what they had planned.70
 Physical activity can be recorded in the same way, in minutes of
programmed activity and/or steps using a pedometer.51
 Patients are also encouraged to check their weight regularly
(eg, once a week) because frequent weighing is associated
with better long-term weight maintenance.71
 The more self-monitoring is used, the greater the weight loss.72
Goal setting
 Patients are educated to plan specific and quantifiable weekly goals
(for example, increasing 1,000 steps a week), which should be
realistic and moderately challenging.51
Stimulus control
 Patients are encouraged to remove triggers for excessive eating
and to increase positive cues for exercising.
 They are also encouraged to increase positive cues for desirable
behavior, and educated to create a reward system to reinforce
adherence to eating control and exercising.51
Alternative behaviors
 Patients are trained to identify internal eating cues (eg, craving or
emotional stimuli) and to replace them with alternative behaviors.51
Proactive problem-solving
 Patients are encouraged to screen for problems that might influence
eating or trigger other dysfunctional behaviors in the following days
and to apply the problem-solving procedure.73
Cognitive restructuring
 The procedure is used to help patients challenge problematic
thoughts that hinder adherence to lifestyle changes. Through this
procedure, patients learn how strongly thoughts influence both mood
and behavior and how much a more rational and functional way of
thinking can help improve adherence to diet and physical activity.51
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Table 3 Main cognitive procedures and strategies to address
weight maintenance obstacles in obesity lifestyle modification
programs
Providing continuous care
 A
continuous care model of treatment is probably necessary to
provide patients with the support and motivation needed to continue
to practice weight control behaviors.59 A meta-analysis of 13 studies
found that patients who received long-term programs (41 sessions
over 54 weeks) were able to maintain 10.3 kg of their initial 10.7 kg
weight loss.74
Building the long-term weight control mindset
 C
ognitive strategies to improve the adherence to practicing physical
activity and adopting a long-term, low-calorie, low-fat diet are used
to help patients in building a long-term weight control mindset.
A study found that including cognitive procedures in lifestyle
modification is associated with better weight loss maintenance,75 but
this outcome was not confirmed by a randomized controlled trial.76
Establishing weight maintenance range and long-term
self-monitoring of weight
 S
ince frequent weight checking is associated with better weight
maintenance,77,78 patients are recommended to check their weight at
least once a week and to interpret any weight variation every 4 weeks.
They are also encouraged to maintain their weight within a range of
2–3 kg (the weight maintenance binary) of their target to allow for
natural weight fluctuation.70
Constructing a weight maintenance plan
 T
oward the end of treatment, patients should be helped to construct
a written weight maintenance plan, which should include both
procedures and strategies designed to maintain their weight and to
address a possible weight gain over the established threshold.70

prepackaged lessons in preplanned order even if the patient
has not overcome his/her problems or has failed to understand
the procedures. On the contrary, the most recent lifestyle
modification programs, such as the Diabetes Prevention
Program79 and that used in the Look AHEAD (Action for

Health in Diabetes) study,80 offer patients more individualized approaches, including a case manager in the team.
Whereas these procedures are well standardized and
accepted in the clinical setting, they usually do not specifically address individual needs. A new strategy has been
recently exploited at Villa Garda Hospital, aimed at tailoring
an individual lifestyle modification program, identified as
“constructing the personal formulation”.
The personal formulation is a visual representation (a diagram) of the main cognitive-behavioral processes hindering
weight loss in the patient. The formulation is created step by
step in collaboration with the patient, and includes eating (ie,
the sight of food, social eating situations) and/or noneating
(ie, events and changes of mood) stimuli, positive emotional
and/or physical consequences of food intake, and problematic
thoughts influencing the patient’s eating behavior (Figure 2).
Later, the clinician should discuss its implications. The main
argument is that the control of eating does not depend only
on the patient’s willpower but also on acquisition of specific strategies to address the cognitive behavior processes
hindering adherence to the eating changes necessary to lose
weight. The clinician should explain that the formulation is
provisional and that it will be modified as needed during the
course of treatment.

Way of delivering lifestyle
modification programs and results
The treatment usually includes a weight loss phase, consisting
of 16–24 weekly sessions in 6 months, followed by a weight
maintenance phase.81 While there is general agreement about
the length of the weight loss phase because after 6 months

Problematic thoughts
I eat because I need to calm myself
I eat because I need to relax after a day of hard work
When I see sweet foods I can’t resist – I haven’t got
enough willpower
It is not polite to refuse food offered by others
I can’t control myself when I eat at a restaurant or with
friends

Antecedent stimuli
Eating stimuli
Having too much junk food at home
Having too many social eating events

Noneating stimuli

Unhealthy eating
behavior
Picking and eating large
amounts of food on
social occasions

Positive consequences
I feel better and relaxed
I feel good (the food gives me an
intense feeling of pleasure)
I enjoy eating with others

Anxiety, sadness, tiredness

Figure 2 A patient’s sample of the cognitive-behavioral formulation of his/her main obstacles to weight loss.
Notes: Based on this formulation, the treatment was designed to include cognitive-behavioral procedures and strategies to reduce food stimuli, to cope with noneating
stimuli, to address stress and anxiety, and to challenge problematic thoughts.
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weight loss tends to reach a plateau, no definitive data are
yet available about the optimal duration and intensity of the
weight maintenance phase.
In research settings, lifestyle modification programs have
been delivered in individual sessions (as in the Diabetes
Prevention Program),79 in groups of about 10–20 participants47 or in a combination of group and individual sessions
(as in the Look AHEAD study).80 Randomized controlled
trials evaluating the efficacy of lifestyle modification programs delivered in groups showed that completers (about
80%)82 achieved an average 8%–10% loss of initial weight in
30 weeks of treatment,82,83 an amount of weight loss that satisfies the criterion for success (ie, a 5%–10% reduction of initial weight) proposed by international obesity guidelines.5,84
A recent meta-analysis evaluating the effect of lifestyle
modification programs (treatment range 13–52 sessions)
found that at one year, 28% of participants had a weight
loss $10% of baseline weight, 26% of 5%–9.9%, and 38%
of #4.9%.85 This amount of weight loss is associated with
a significant reduction in the incidence of type 2 diabetes,86
as well as improvement in medical (eg, sleep apnea, diabetes, hypertension, and hyperlipidemia) and psychosocial
(eg, mood, quality of life, and body image) outcomes.52,87–89
Unfortunately, participants regain about 30%–35% of the
weight lost in the year following treatment, and after 5 years
more than 50% of them return to their baseline weight.74
However, more recent lifestyle modification trials, including the most innovative and powerful weight loss lifestyle
modification procedures and strategies (group and individual
sessions under the guidance of a lifestyle modification counselor) show better long-term results. An example is the Look
AHEAD study, a 13.5-year randomized trial that included
5,100 overweight participants with type 2 diabetes randomly
assigned to an intensive lifestyle intervention or a diabetes
support and education group. After 10 years, the participants
assigned to intensive lifestyle intervention maintained a mean
weight loss of 6% in comparison with 3% in the diabetes
support and education group (P , 0.001). In addition, after
4 years, the intensive lifestyle intervention group maintained
significantly greater improvement in hemoglobin  A1c, fitness,
high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, and systolic blood pressure than the diabetes support and education group,90 but
did not show a reduction in cardiovascular events, ie, heart
attack and stroke. For this reason, the US National Institutes
of Health stopped the intervention arm in September 2012,
and final data have been recently published.91
A promising treatment reserved for individuals with
severe obesity is combining lifestyle modification with an
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initial phase of residential rehabilitative treatment. A recent
randomized, controlled study showed that a treatment including 3 weeks of residential lifestyle modification program
followed by 12 individual sessions of 45 minutes each over
40 weeks with a trained dietitian produced a mean weight loss
of about 15% with a significant improvement in cardiovascular risk factors and psychologic profiles.92 The percentage
weight loss obtained in this study was higher than the mean
8%–10% obtained in conventional lifestyle modification
programs.82,83
Lifestyle modification programs have also been delivered
in the primary care setting, but the results in terms of weight
loss and weight maintenance have been limited.93,94 Such
poor results have been attributed to lack of physicians’ time,
repayment, and training.93 These factors make it difficult for
physicians to add intensive weight management programs to
an already busy daily practice.
On the contrary, promising results have been obtained
delivering lifestyle modification programs in the community.
For example, an adaptation of the Diabetes Prevention
Program delivered in a workplace in a 16-session group treatment produced a weight loss of about 6.0% of initial weight
after 6 months in comparison with a loss of 2.0% in a group
that only received nutritional counseling.95 A significant
difference was maintained after 12 months. Another study
using an adaptation of the Diabetes Prevention Program
delivered by trained staff of the local Cooperative Extension
Service office to general population communities produced
an average 10.0 kg weight loss after a 6-month lifestyle
modification program. After this initial phase, participants
were randomized into three arms (telephone counseling,
face-to-face counseling, or newsletters twice a month) for
another year. The telephone and face-to-face groups regained
less weight (1.2 kg in both) in comparison with the newsletter group (3.7 kg), and was cost-effective also in a rural
setting.96 The results of both studies demonstrate that lifestyle
modification programs for weight loss and maintenance may
be implemented in the community.
Recently, lifestyle modification programs have also been
delivered via telephone and the Internet with promising
results. The available data indicate that Internet programs
induce a mean weight loss of about two thirds that achieved
by traditional on-site delivery.97 In addition, studies comparing
Internet-delivered programs with those delivered on-site or
by phone found that person-to-person interventions are more
effective in maintaining weight loss. However, the lower efficacy of the Internet intervention is somewhat counterbalanced
by its easier accessibility, affordability, and convenience.59
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Lifestyle modification programs have also been delivered
and tested in a psychiatric rehabilitation setting with adults
suffering from serious mental illness.98 Although weight loss
is modest, there is now the possibility to use lifestyle modification procedures and strategies in individuals with severe
psychiatry disorders, where obesity is an important problem
due to physical inactivity99 and unhealthy diet,100 as well as
psychotropic medications leading to weight gain.101
Finally, recent studies suggest that the outcome of bariatric surgery may be improved if the intervention is combined
with a lifestyle modification. For example, in 144 Hispanic
Americans randomized to a comprehensive nutrition and
lifestyle educational intervention or to a control approach
6 months after gastric bypass surgery,102 the experimental
intervention was followed by greater excess weight loss,
and subjects were more involved in physical activity than
the participants of the comparison group.

Conclusion
Despite intensive studies, our knowledge regarding predictors
of weight loss and its maintenance remains largely incomplete; the evidence is that predictors are heterogeneous and
predictive models are weak. We need to develop new research
programs to reach the goal of matching treatments to patients’
needs to improve successful weight loss and its maintenance.
We also have to recognize that people might need different
things at different points in their treatment cycle, and treatment tailored to patients’ expectations at any specific time is
mandatory. What might be of help in a chronic or acute state
may be totally different from what is helpful in a maintenance
stage. How to detect and address these needs is a continuous,
challenging, research problem.
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